I NEED A GOOD BOOK!
How About Reading a Great Political Thriller?

Paralax View by Allan Leverone
Agent Tracie Tanner is safely back in CIA hands, on her way to take a crucial—and very secret-- letter to the president. But
even the CIA didn’t foresee someone crashing a plane to stop her.

The Ghost by Robert Harris
Adam Lang, Britain's longest serving -- and most controversial -- prime minister, is hiding out in wintry Martha's Vineyard to
finish his much sought-after, potentially explosive memoir. Lang's new ghostwriter discovers that the ex-prime minister is not
just a charismatic politician who made a few mistakes. He's a dark, tortured man with haunting secrets in his past.

First Strike by Ben Coes
Deep within the Pentagon, a covert multibillion arms-for-influence program was created. The objective was to protect the
United States and its allies from terrorist acts by secretly enabling a handpicked man to emerge as the most powerful leader in
the Middle East. But the charismatic Tristan Nazir double-crosses America

The President is Missing by Bill Clinton and James Patterson
Uncertainty and fear grip the nation. There are whispers of cyberterror and espionage and a traitor in the Cabinet. Even the
President himself becomes a suspect, and then he disappears from public view . . .

Charm School by Nelson DeMille
Something very strange -- and sinister -- is going on in the Russian woods at Borodino. In a place called Mrs. Ivanova's Charm
School, young KGB agents are being taught by American POW's how to be model citizens of the USA. T

Red Sparrow by Jason Matthews
In today's Russia, dominated by Prime Minister Vladimir Putin, state intelligence officer Dominika Egorova struggles to survive
in the cast-iron bureaucracy of post-Soviet intelligence. Drafted against her will to become a "Sparrow" - a trained seductress
in the service.

The Lions of Lucerne by Brad Thor (book 1 of a series)
On the snow-covered slopes of Utah, the unthinkable has just become a nightmarish reality: 30 Secret Service agents have
been viciously executed and the vacationing president of the United States kidnapped by one of the most lethal terrorist
organizations in the Middle East

Plum Island by Nelson DeMille
Wounded in the line of duty, NYPD homicide cop John Corey is convalescing in rural eastern Long Island when an attractive
young couple he knows is found shot to death on the family patio. The victims were biologists at Plum Island, a research site
rumored to be an incubator for germ warfare.

The Manchurian Candidate by Richard Condon
Buried deep within the consciousness of Sergeant Raymond Shaw is the mechanism of an assassin, a time bomb ticking
toward explosion, controlled by the delicate skill of its Communist masters.

Absolute Power by David Baldacci
Set in Washington D.C., this fascinating thriller of unparalleled suspense dares to explore an unthinkable abuse of power and
criminal conspiracy: a vicious murder involving the US President and a cover-up orchestrared by his zealously loyal Chief of
Staff and the Secret Service.

American Assassin by Vince Flynn (book 1 of a series)
Before he was considered a CIA superagent, before he was thought of as a terrorist's worst nightmare, and before he was both
loathed and admired by the politicians on Capitol Hill, Mitch Rapp was a gifted college athlete without a care in the world...and
then tragedy struck.

November Road by Lou Berney
Frank Guidry’s luck has finally run out. A loyal street lieutenant to New Orleans’ mob boss Carlos Marcello, Guidry has
learned that everybody is expendable. But now it’s his turn - he knows too much about the crime of the century: the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy.

**All storylines are borrowed from Amazon.

